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Cisco 2016 Midyear Cybersecurity Report is now Available
We have just released the Cisco 2016 Midyear Cybersecurity Report (MCR). The
2016 MCR focuses on closing the window of opportunity for attackers. It provides
in-depth analysis of how adversaries remain active and undetected for days, months
or even longer, and the challenges defenders must overcome to undermine attackers’
impact.

OpenDNS Customer Story:
Prologis
Prologis uses OpenDNS
Umbrella to improve visibility
and off-network protection for
roaming employees with
OpenDNS.
Learn More

Report highlights include:
Factors behind the growth in potent attacks like ransomware
Why attackers have more time to operate
Expert insights into top vulnerabilities
How defenders can accelerate time to secure
An update on the time to detection arms race
Read More
See Press Release
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Product News and Announcements
Cisco Live Las Vegas

Social Media

On July 11, we announced an offer of solutions and services that bring security closer
to the user, where it is most needed. You can now stop advanced threats more
effectively and protect mobile users and branch offices more easily. You can also
simplify your defenses using the cloud while taking advantage of infrastructure already
in place. Our offer includes:
Cisco Defense Orchestrator
Cisco Meraki MX with Cisco AMP and Threat Grid
Cisco Umbrella Roaming for NGFW and Cisco AnyConnect
Cisco Umbrella Branch for Integrated Services Routers
Cisco Stealthwatch Learning Network License
Cisco Security Services for Digital Transformation
See press release
Read blog
Cisco AMP for Email Security: Protection Against the Most Stealthy Email-Based Attacks
More than 100 billion corporate emails are exchanged every day, and they have become prime vehicle for cyber attacks. Learn
how AMP for Email Security can help defend your business against spear phishing, ransomware, cryptoworms, and other
stealthy attacks that are invading your network.
Learn More
Read at-a-glance
Secure Access Made Easy and Effective: A TechWiseTV Workshop Series
Secure Access allows you to build a foundation that connects people anytime, anywhere, using any device. You can increase
employee productivity and manage business transformation while lowering the risk of security breaches. Secure Access helps
enable a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) environment with cloud and collaboration solutions to help you transform the
workspace with confidence.
Attend webinar
SuperSmart in the Case of the Cybercriminal's Toolkit
In the latest edition of our security comic, SuperSmart tackles exploit kits and ransomware.
View here
Secure Access for Mobile Devices White Paper
Learn more about the growing importance of mobile devices in the workplace. Discover how you can meet the challenges
associated with integrating personal mobile devices into the enterprise network without compromising security. Pick up
effective business strategies for a mobile and BYOD environment.
Read White Paper
OpenDNS Customer Story: Brunswick Corporation
Learn how Brunswick Corporation uses OpenDNS Investigate to compress investigation time, increase visibility into threats
and streamline the threat intelligence gathering process.
Learn More
Better Threat Intelligence with Cisco AMP for Endpoints
The newest threat intelligence is at the heart of Cisco AMP for Endpoints. See how our team of threat researchers are finding
threats that no one else has seen before and how they push that intelligence to AMP so that you're protected around the clock.
Watch Video
The Power of Continuous Analysis and Retrospective Security with AMP for Endpoints
Malware is going to get in. It's inevitable. So what do you do? You need to see it to have any chance of stopping it. AMP for
Endpoints lets you continuously monitor and record the behavior of files in order to quickly catch stealthy attacks.
Watch Video
Edna Conway: Security in a Connected World
Edna Conway, chief security officer for Cisco's Global Value Chain, discusses the need for pervasive security across the value
chain: the right security in the right place at the right time.
Watch Video
Solving the Security Patchwork Problem with Cisco AMP
Juggling 40 to 60 IT security point products? Don't let management complexity weigh you down. Check out what Cisco AMP
can do for you.
Watch Video

Cisco Talos Security Intelligence and Research Group Updates

Talos researchers create threat intelligence for Cisco products to protect customers from both known and emerging threats.
Stay informed with the latest updates on the Talos blog.
Connecting the Dots Reveals Crimeware Shake-up
Gotta be SWIFT for this Spam Campaign!
TeslaCrypt: The Battle is Over

News, Articles, and Blogs
Three Signs You're on the Road to a Successful Digital Transformation
C-suite leaders should be thinking about cybersecurity as a strategic advantage that can set them apart from competitors.
Read Article
Input Validation Flaws in Libarchive Could Lead to Remote Code Execution
Cisco Talos finds vulnerabilities in libarchive that could compromise many programs and systems.
Read Article
Do Third Party Vendors Have a Bullseye on Their Backs?
Cisco's Edna Conway, chief security officer for Cisco’s Global Value Chain, discusses working with third parties.
Read Article
TeslaCrypt RIP: Cisco Talos Decryptor on the Job
Cisco Talos announces a new decryptor for TeslaCrypt ransomware.
Read Article
Network Segmentation Made Simple with Cisco TrustSec
Learn why Cisco TrustSec is the “Swiss Army knife” in your network security toolbox.
Read Blog
Better Security Through Openness and Multi-Vendor Integration
Learn about new expansions to the Cisco Security Technical Alliances (CSTA).
Read Blog
New Cisco AnyConnect – Way More than VPN
Discover how Cisco AnyConnect 4.3 delivers greater endpoint visibility and protection.
Read Blog
The Confidence to Excel in the Digital Economy
Regardless of what industry you’re in, your ability to succeed in the digital economy requires the ability to securely innovate.
Read Blog
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